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Abstract (en)
The present invention is an elevator including: a hall device that includes an opening/closing mechanism for a hall door; a housing that
accommodates the hall device; and a door structure that closes an opening provided in a front surface of the housing. The door structure includes
a right door that closes the right side of the opening, and a left door that is provided with a meeting stile between the left door and the right door
and that closes the left side of the opening. The right door and the left door include: front panels disposed facing the opening; support parts defined
by bending upper edges of the front panels toward a top surface of the housing; and engagement parts defined by bending edges in a side on the
meeting stile on the front panels in opposite directions from one another. The meeting stile between the right door and the left door has a space
sandwiched between the engagement part of the right door and the engagement part of the left door.
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